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nUEEN CANDIDATES
CHOSEN FOR
HARE)I GRAS

yQL^XXXV

Pacific Weekly

LAST YEAR... THIS ?

Living Groups
Announce Choices

No. 23

Russian Comedy
Opens Tonight
Max Gobel, Claribel Coffman
Head Cast of Fourteen

The cream of Pacific beauty,
six of the college's most charm
ing coeds were chosen by their
respective living groups yester
day to vie for the coveted posi
tion of 1941 Mardi Gras Queen.
JUANITA—ALPHA THETE
Juanita Dausatt, Alpha Theta
Tau's candidate, is a prominent
figure in the Pacific Little The
ater. She was the star of "End
of Summer" and will appear to
night in "Tovarich." She is a
sophomore, and her home town
is Woodland.
Asked for a
description of her, one of Juanita's sorority sisters answered,
"She is charming—tall stately,
glamorous, she is the ideal
queen."
MAKE RANNEY—MZP
Mu Zeta Rho's pride, Mary
Ranney, is a senior from Stock
ton. She is described as being
tall and dark with brown eyes
and black hair. Her sorority sis
ters say she is "devasting,"
which means "devastating" in the
Crowning point, no pun intended, of Pacific's '40
Mu Zete dialect. She was a
queen's attendant at the Stock Mardi Gras was the coronation of CHARMIAN CASH
as Queen by PSA president, ERNIE ATKINSON. This
ton Regatta last year.
DONNA—EPSILON

GRAVY CREW
BEGINS
FOR GUZZLERS

College of the Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California, Friday, March 14, 1941

AND ONE
SHALL BE
PUEEN_

it-m

year queen will be . . . Sh! No one knows—yet!

Donna Ferguson of Epsilon
Lambda Sigma is another candi
date prominent in the Little The
ater. She will be seen tonight
in "Tovarich." A sophomore,
her home town is Stockton. She
has held the title of "Sweetheart
of the De Molays;" she has dark
brown hair and large eyes of
soft brown.
LOIS LASELL—TKK
Interviews with 4,000 People Evidence
Tau Kappa Kappa has chosen
Lois Lasell as its queen candi
Satisfaction in Educative Field
date. Lois is a senior from Lodi
and has been active in the Asso
ciated Women Students' organiza
Abraham Lincoln is credited^ HAS E D U C A T I O N IM
tion on the campus.
Her with this observation: "With pub PROVED? Eighty-five per cent
description — "blond, blue eyes, lic opinion on its side, everything answer "yes—better;" 6 per cent
very nice personality, charming
succeeds; with public opinion answer "about the same;" 7 per
smile."
cent think it is poorer, and 2 per
against it, nothing succeeds."
GEORGINA—WOMEN'S HALL
The Journal of the National cent have no opinion.
Georgina Wood, Women's Hall Education association has sum SHOULD YOUTH DISCUSS IS
candidate, is from Berkeley. She marized the results of an enlight SUES? Seventy-two per cent
is a low sophomore. "She is tall ening survey of the public's at think that young people should
and has beautiful golden brown titude toward education. Co-op discuss controversial subjects
hair, marvelous personality, a erating in the survey were the among themselves; 18 per cent
American Council on Education, are opposed; and 10 per cent have
dinner."
the
American Youth Commission, no opinion.
LYNN RILEY—MANOR
the American Institute of Public
Lynn Riley of Manor Hall is a Opinion, and the General Educa
DO TEACHERS FAVOR THE
aaphomore from Los Angeles. tion Board.
WEALTHY? Forty-seven per cent
Irs. Orr, Manor Hall house
In presenting the survey sum do not think teachers are biased
Mother, describes Lynn as fol- mary, Frank W. Hubbard, direc in this respect; 40 per cent think
,°ws; "She is of medium height, tor of research for the National the bias exists; and 13 per cent
as dark brown hair and brown
Education association, points out have no opinion.
eyes. She has a very attractive that lack of public support is re
IS TOO MUCH SPENT FOR
Personality."
sponsible for the fact that "plans SCHOOLS? Nineteen per cent say
C pAlRE MOODY—ANNEX
for improving education so fre "not enough;" 47 per cent, "about
Claire Moody has been elected quently remain between the pro right;" 14 per cent say "too
s, Ween candidate from Worn- tective covers of reports." The much;" 20 per cent do not know.
n s Hall Annex.
She is from present survey, he continues, is SHOULD THE POORER STATES
an Francisco and is a high one of the first national polls of
f
BE HELPED? Fifty per cent say
eshman. yy typical description public attitudes with regard to the poorer states need help in or
her—"Very cute, small, long youth and education. Nearly der to have good schools; 23 per
4,000 persons were interviewed—
srrn^6 ^air'
t>lue eyes, pretty a number sufficiently large to cent disagree; and 23 per cent are
jj. 1 e' lovely shape, very well insure accuracy within 3 to 4 per undecided. About one person in
the by the girls in the house, cent of the results to be expected three is willing to pay higher fed
fr.„
for , telePhone rings constantly from a similar survey of the en eral taxes in order to provide help,
to poorer states.
3n<i we hoPe she wins'" tire adult population.
CA
R°L MARTIN—CO OP
Here are highlights of the
SHOULD POOR FAMILIES BE
W th^ ^ar°l Martin is the choice survey:
HELPED TO EDUCATE THEIR
f°r lu Pa?ific Co-operative House
IS EDUCATION OVEREM CHILDREN? Seventy - two per
ij,a ar<li Gras queen. A fresh- PHASIZED TODAY? Seventy- cent would help families send
"Sr l r°m Paso Robles, she is three per cent of the public say their children to high school; 12
a Cu ' Las a striking smile and "no;" 21 per cent say that it is per cent specify certain condi0om])!-,manner- Blonde. In short— over-emphasized; 6 per cent have
(Continued on page 6, column b)
no opinion.

Public Opinion Looks At
Present-Day Education

Pacific Little Theatre players open their fourth
major production of the season tonight presenting "To
varich," one of the most popular stage hits of recent
seasons. Adapted from the French of Jacques Deval
by one of America's top playwrights, Robert Emmet

•Sherwood the appealing story has
been a great success, both in Eu
rope and the United States.
UNIQUE SETS
Coming only three weeks after
the big production of "Romeo and
Juliet," the "Tovarich" cast and
technical crew has worked on
an intensive schedule to have the
play right for tonight's opening.
Channing Pollock Speaks Fourteen players, headed by Se
niors Max Gobel and Claribel
On "The Theatre That
Coffman, will be seen in the
storyi played against four uni
Is To Be"
que unit settings mounted on
wagon stages. Costuming and
staging are colorful and varied.
For the fourth lecture in the The story is packed with rich
current Pacific lecture series, the comedy situations and fine char
committee is bringing to the Pa acterizations.
cific stage on March 19 the fa
Gobel and Coffman portray a
mous author and playwright, former-prince and grand duchess
Channing Pollock.
of Russia, now impoverished in
AUTHOR'S WORK
Paris. Though they have four
Mr. Pollock is probably best billion francs on deposit in the
known to students for his plays Bank of France, they are penni
"The Fool," "Mr. Moneypenny," less exiles, for the fortune was
and "The Enemy."
entrusted to them by the late
He is one author whose books Czar, to be used for the restora
and plays have been translated tion of royalist Russia. But Miinto a multitude of languages for kail and Tatiana are hounded by
presentation all over the world.
Soviet Commissar Gorotchenko,
FAME
played by Tony Reid, who wants
The extent of Mr. Pollock's the money for the new Russia.
fame is demonstrated in the fact The climax of the story comes
that his name has just recently when they finally greet the com
been included in the new Mac- missar as "Tovarich," the Rus
Millan's "Modern Dictionary."
sian word for "comrade."
Press agent for Mr. Pollock CAST
states that "in addition to his pro
Other well known Little The
lific literary production, his ra
ater
players in the cast include
dio work and the writing of
plays, Channing Pollock never Jack Holmes, Jane O'Connor,
theless finds time to deliver his James Kielty, Robert English,
and Juanita Daussat.
famous lectures."
Newcomers too, have their
e goes on to say that Pollock
"has spoken in almost every uni place in the "'Tovarich" company,
versity and for virtually every Clinton Sherwood, Donna Fergu
club and town hall series between son, Iola Whitlock and LaVerne
Nicolas getting their first chance
Shanghai and New York."
behind the main stage footlights.
AS LECTURER
Pollock has delivered over On their way up from Studio
2,000 lectures in the past few Theater experience they show
promise of good feature material
years.
Pollock is known for his force for future productions.
ful and dramatic ability in put
Tickets for all four perform
ting over a point in his lectures. ances, tonight and tomorrow and
Others who have heard him claim Friday and Saturday nights next
that he is one of the easiest, yet week are on sale at the door or
most informative person, that may be reserved in advance. Cur
has been presented here at Pa tains will be at 8:30 and Albert
cific.
Miller's popular Little Theater
The topic for Mr. Pollock's orchestra will again entertain
Stockton appearance is entitled entr acte.
"The Theater That Is to Be."
Tickets may be secured from the
speech department or the theater "Lent" Chosen for
department-

DRAMATIST
LECTURES
HERE

Chapel Theme

Debaters Perpare
For Tournament
A renewed interest in debate
cases was shown by the Pacific
debate squad last Monday eve
ning in preparation for the com
ing Pi Kappa Delta tournament.
Practice debates were held and
pictures for the Naranjado were
taken of the Pi Kappa Delta and
Phi Rho Pi members.

The Reverend George Foster
Pratt of St. John's Episcopal
church will speak on "The Meaning of Lent" at the chapel service
Tuesday at 10:45. His talk will
be closely connected with the
chapel's theme, "Lent."
Preceding the talk will be a
trombone solo by John Hancock.
Two organ selections — "Forest
Murmurs" by Wagner and a Bach
choral prelude, will be played by,
Professor Allan Bacon.

'"•) L*

BREED'S CONTEMPs
KANSAS IS WRITINGA
fflOO RASE* MANUSCRIPT WITH
P^S4FEETWID£ AND 18

WPUPVHI6H/ HE IS REC0RD1M6
THE INTER-RELATION OF POLITICAL,

-

Published every Friday during the College
year by the Pacific Student Association. Entered
as second class matter October 24, 1924, at the
Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special
rate of postage provided for In Sectioon 1103,
October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
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Member

fowocided

Coflefifcte Prdii

Editorial

Board

BOB CONAWAY, News
LESLIE KNOLES, Society
JERROLD WALKER, Associate Sports
JACK TOOMAY, Associate Sports
FRANCES WATSON, Make-up
JEANNE DAGG, Desk
DON SEGERSTROM, Feature
ADELE SCOBLE, Exchange
TOM WOODRUFF, Photography
REPORTERS:

HUE FIRST COLLEGE Y.M.«A.
BUILDING ERECTED IN
AMERICA IS STILL IN USE /
IT WAS BUILT IN L&SS AT
HANOVER COLLEGE, INDIANA

A UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR fW^mALIA
TRAVELED 12,000
MILES
ATTEND
IKAVtLtU
1A.CAAJ /vii
li_j TO
.y ™
- —— THE
•
EMPIRE UNIVERSITIES C0NGRES5 AT
LONDON, ONLY TO FIND THAT HE WAS.A
YFEAR AHEAD OF TIME /
THB MISUNDERSTANDING WAS CAWED
BY A TYPIST'S ERROR/

»

Milton Callas, RoseAnn Chatton, Paul Chrisman, Ellen Colvan, Harriett Davidson, Margaret
Fitzgerald.
Bob Klawans, Don La Moine, Betty Morrison,
Willa McDonald, Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, Don
Segerstrom, John Sayers, Adele Scoble.
Jack Toomay, June Tangen, Marjorie
Thatcher, lola Whitlock, BUI Workman, Allen
Breed, Max Gobel, Bill Ramsey, Herm Sapiro
Bill Hunefeld Jr., Eleanor Powell, Mercieta
Voorhees, Doris Bowring.

On The Air

By MAX GOBEL

Pacific Little Theater has al
ways tried to maintain as profes
sional a standard as is possible
with an amateur group. And so
when the Campus Studio was or
ganized as an integral part of
campus activities the same profes
sional standards that are observed
in the operation of the network
studios were incorporated into the
By HERM SAPIRO
Campus Studio.. And with this
They all tell us to do our Christmas goes a yam of an incident that This week we feel like going
occurred Thursday, Feb. 27, on off the deep end over a band. The
shopping early!
the Pacific Symposium hour.
band in mind is that of Alvino
To Pacific students, who never have
Ray, and, for our dough, it's a
NO JUICE

DET OFF DE DIME

no money to spend nohow, we say in
stead do your Mardf Gras shopping early.
There are scads and scads of things
to take care of before the great date of
April 25, and we think that the boy
scouts have a motto for it.
The early bird gets the worm and
the first "applicant" usually gets his
date with that beautiful blonde. ^ Cos
tumes take much time and planning in
order to be in the running, too. Remem
ber those prizes awarded for the best
costumes?
They're nothing to sneeze
at. . . .
The Mardi Gras is by far the most
important social event of the whole year
at Pacific, and no one wants to miss it
because they adopt a Scarlet O'Harish
attitude and say, "Well, I'll think about
it tomorrow."
Tomorrow may too late to date that
luscious creature; tomorrow may be too
late to rent that costume you saw, so
why not do it now? Emily Post would
probably give her most gracious consent
to your foresightedness.
Annyhew, fellas and gals, what we're
trying to say is, "Cum on chillun, ye's
go."

EXPANSION
News of a proposed Chapel Building
have aroused speculations in some quar
ters as to when something is going to
be done concerning the over-crowded
conditions in Weber Hall.
For the past semester, conditions in
the halls and study rooms have been
most unfavorable. The aeronautical and
photography courses are the most flag
rant violators, equipment of both clus
tering up the all-too-narrow hallway.
Even the sidewalks do not escape.
A new building is not feasible, be
cause of the cost and the almost com
plete dominance of Junior College student° 'r
ese courses. Perhaps the fede
ment, sponsors of the C. A. A.
uld be prevailed upon to rent
P
o
ilities at the airport, in which
tl
array of fuselages, engines,
a;
arts might be studied by the
Bt
^he present
d<
^satisfactory

Nothing is quite so beautiful
day with real honest-to-goodness
c
fornia sunlight. At least, while this aii.
umn is being written, there is an Co1,
usual brightness outside which has ^
been in evidence for some time, and1"01
makes the world a much happier
in which to live.
GOLD!

SUBSCRIPTIONS
$1.50 A YEAR
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By ALLEN BREED

pftOF. R.H.WEREMNW. CP

JANET McGINNIS, Editor
Phone 3-0206 or 9-9121
IRVINE SPRAGUE, Manager
Phone 2-3712 or 9-9121

It seems that at about 3:00
o'clock the electric juice on the
campus pulled a "fink" on us
again, and when that happens it
means no electricity for the next
three hours or so. At 3:30 this
symposium program was schedul
ed for the ether waves and elec
tricity or no electricity; lights or
no lights the program had to go
on as scheduled. So John Crabbe
made a mad dash into town to
get a battery operated amplifier.
Another little thorn in the seat
of the situation was that guest
speakers from S. F. State College
debating team were invited to
participate in Pacific symposium.
Well, 20 seconds before air time
John Crabbe connected the ampli
fier and the program went on the
air on time. Still no lights in the
studio and the clock stopped, the
reading was done in the dark and
the timing done through the cour
tesy of "Crabbe Chronometer."
SYMPOSIUM

Speaking of Pacific Symposium,
here's a bit of its history. Dr.
Ray McCall during the year of
1937-38 talked to John Crabbe
about the possibilities of having
a program where students had
the opportunity to discuss the im
portant questions of the day. This
being John's first year of radio
teaching he was naturally anxious
to organize a well-rounded radio
schedule. So he enthusiastically
endorsed the idea. Actually the
credit for the idea should go to
Marshal Peal, a former student
here at C. O. P.
On October 5, 1937 the first
Pacific Symposium went on the
air. Starting out as an extra
curricular activity. It caught
on with the public and to give
it a broader scope a course in
Practical Radio Discussion was
added to the Speech Dept. dur
ing the school year 1938-39.

The course was first conducted
by Dr. McCall, who used several
methods in preparing for broad
casts. The usual method that he
employed was the use of the pre
pared script. A subject was cho
sen and then several students

cinch for the top ranks in the
near future. Composed of a bunch
of not-too-well-known Los Ange
les studio musicians, the Ray
combo has gone ahead at a great
rate considering the short length
of time they've been organized.
The band's arrangements have
that subtle something that makes
for an outstanding organization,
and the work of the King Sisters
in the vocal department is a large
factor in the success of the crew
of the guitar-playing maestro.
Whenever we hear those four gals
start beatin' it out, other things
just have to take a back seat.
If Ray doesn't have them sign
ed on a long-term contract, we
predict that they'll be on a big
time air show in no time, because
there's no getting away from the
fact that they're the finest gal
quartet in the game. In fact, the
Merry Macs would have a tough
time cutting them—if at all.
So, take our advice, and listen
to all the swell transcriptions that
the Ray outfit is turning out.
With the buildup they've been
getting recently, it shouldn't take
long before they have a sustain
ing program of their own.
PEEVE

And now for a pet peeve. San
Francisco is back in its icky rut
again after a semblance of life.
There isn't a single band in the
whole town that puts out any
thing remotely reminiscent of
that solid stuff, including Russ
Morgan. The Palace Hotel, up to
now, has been doing wonderful
work toward the revival of swing
in the Bay area, booking in such
solid combos as Casa Loma, Ar
tie Shaw, and Ray Noble. It sort
of ruins our faith in the Palace
to hear what they have there now.
The Duke Ellington crew was
impressive at its Grove appear
ance a week ago, but showman
ship was completely lacking. Ev
eryone knows that they're fine
musicians, but this habit of act
ing, too, too bored with it all be
comes tiresome to even the most
appreciative audience. After all,
they're still in the entertainment
"ame, and they don't exactly play
Continued on page 6, col

California isn't the only Piace
has had increased brightness in the
few days, for, according to latest rePortt
Fort Knox Kentucky has just been sho*'
ered with gold colored bullion amounJ
ing to 9 billion dollars.
This makes a total of over
billion dollars buried in the Knox vaults
What with the other vaults scattered
throughout the country, we now have
three out of every four gold dollars i„
the world. Mines are working over-ti®e
to produce for us a commodity which
we classify as being so useful that ^
refuse to use it. The danger we face i8
that gold is valuable only as the nations
of the world think so. If we continue
such a monopoly as we have today,
are faced with the certainty that the
other nations will refuse to use it as a
medium of exchange. With the con
tinued high price we are paying for gold,
and the large favorable balance of trade
this country now has, we are liable to
find ourselves looking at the bright yel
low stuff in the hills of Knox reservation, and remarking how beautfiul it is,
rathpr than how valuable.
"LEND-LEASE"

One can not pick up a newspaper today without reading some place the
words, "Lend-Lease Bill." There is no
doubt in any of our minds that the
United States must do everything within
its power to continue the ideals and
form a government we have. The pres
ent attitude of the Administration is that
this can best be done by giving all possi
ble aid to Great Britain. Whether this
view is justifiable or not, the United
States before giving any further aid to
Britain should have down in black and
white just what Britain's war aims are,
We fought one war to save some mythical
philosophy of life, and before we enter
another war it might be well to know
just what the conclusion of that war with
victory for the Allies will bring to the
world.
LOOSE ENDS

But while Germany continues to rain
bombs upon London, and vice versa, Call*
fornia is now enjoying a temporary
respite from its rain storms. Althoug
most of California is far ahead of
average rain-fall, the Lake Tahoe area
has received very little moisture,
fact the figures show that this distric
is about ten inches below last yeaf
mark. Meanwhile Los Angeles' Cham
of Commerce is trying to make up
mind whether it would not be we
change the name of the southern
tropolis to Venice, and advertise its
tiful water-ways, instead of its
0[
sunshine. Pacific has had its sha

rain, as any of the P. E.
will tell you. Spring practice f°r
ball has been postponed on acc0lllasses
wet weather, but the swimming c
continue just the same. If J'°u.
something that's really fun ^^^ry
eventuallv land vou
eventually
you in the
lug I11 1 y
VM
0„.
just take swimming from Kjeldse ' .ng
will find yourself swimming iu
^at
water, with rain and wind keepm ' ^
part of your body which is ab0^'e. n as
in the same uncomfortable con , A
that portion which is submerg •
slight hit involved—that sentenc-^
it expresses the feeling of °ne {ortuH'
many cold, wet, and dejected u
rg8.
ates who must go through thi
tory twice a week.
aro«lid
With the Mardi Gras just may be
the corner, the following story
the means of some of you refusing
you don't want:
_.oSt if'
"When one of Hollywood s » ^
portant
producers had
pui
taut movie prouuceio
—
.^e jjin
tary call John Barrymore to in
to a party, Barrymore politely'
.oUg eV
into the telephone, 'I have a Pr
°°

1*1
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ON THE AIR

Two Exhibits

(Continued from page zj

featured in

Nineteen Girls
Pledged At
Alpha Thete

Goodwin, Sally Jones, Frances
McNeil, Barbara Morrison, Mary
Lou Nunan, Marge Patmonj Corinne Single, Barbara Sullivan,
Barbara Sutliff, and Jane Thresh
er.
Scot Beatie was also bid to Al
pha Thete. She will be pledged
at a later date due to illness this
week.

Dr. Eckert Speaks
On "Propaganda"

writing and organizing the scrint
in the class were
"Propaganda in the War" was
used to air their views which they
yy'eber Hall
the
title of the talk given by Dr.
had prepared that week for the Excitement reigned at Alpha
Ralph Eckert before the Public
Thete last Tuesday night when
rev >us
,0
Affairs group yesterday at its
S
of the" course Dr. McCall called nineteen girls were bid to the so
Manual Training Art
meeting in the S. C. A. building.
upon students in the varkS
Dr. Eckert spoke on the views
Work, Dog 'Pitchers'
speech classes, such as debating rority. This came as a climax to
of
the various radio commenta
the
two-week
rushing
period.
public speaking, oratory to pretors and the trends in current
Shown
pare a script for radio discussion A six o'clock buffet supper was
Sixty University of Minnesota propaganda. The period of discus
& CiaSS assiSnment. Occasion given under the guidance of
ROTC seniors are expected to be sion which followed his talk was
^ Weber Hall tor the next ally other than speech students Jackie Parker and Bette Meyer called to active duty with the under the leadership of Bill Chaweeks, two
excellent
art ex were asked to join the group to in honor of the new girls. At army immediately upon gradua ney.
t1
#
two ^eeks,
give their viewpoints on the sub
i will be on display.
L6 pledglne ceremonies tion.
Next Thursday at 4:15 Dr.
ject of the week.
were held.
m'vual training
Charles Norman will speak on
PRCTICAL
5
The new pledges are Aimee Ar- Columbia university recently "A Federal Union of the Democ
one in the hall itself was
was given for
bios, Nancy Butcher, Betty Car announced receipt of 41 gifts ag racies." Ideas presented in Clar
„ nPd from Pratt Institute, "^opportunity
the study of radio technique and
Iklvn New York, which has approach, for audience psychol ter, Betty Ann Cattori, Edna gregating $40,811 principally for ence Striet's hook "Union now,"
toed much fame for being the ogy, and program set-up before Coward, Joan De Martini, Jane research in medicine, physics, will furnish the basis of the dis
f'. manual training department the Practical Radio Discussion de Wood) Virginia Ellis, Barbara chemistry and the social sciences. cussion.
the United States. Mr. Pratt class was given. Now all these
Line fear the school might not things are being taught in the
iicceed, built it so that it could
course. Since 193940 the course
i converted into a factory.
has been under the able direction
Excellent classes in advertis- of Mr. Betz. His method of pre
. design, illustrations, indus- paring the script is based largely
irial design, interior design and on basis of part written, part im
architecture made not only a promptu and a completely written
name for the school, but also has script. He has used; however
permitted the school to continue three methods in all. That is the
on a firm basis. Now traveling
two mentioned abovq and a third,
exhibitions are being sent to va a complete impromptu program!
rious schools in the United States The latter has been used very
in order to create more interest rarely in that it is the most dif
along this line and more interest ficult and it gives little opportun
in the school itself.
ity for script writing. The object
jOC LOVERS
of the course is to give as much
Dog lovers will need little urg opportunity for script writing
ing to see the second fine display and for students in being able to
presented in room 221 for Will convey the impromptu feeling
Ranndls, famous dog illustrator, onto paper.
has sent to C. O. P. water colors NAMES "N NEWS
of some of his best works. The The Symposium program is not
sketches are a variety of sizes limited to just the members of
and most of those on display have the discussion group. When the
been used as illustrations for subject deals with such things as
many different children's books. football players and athletic schol
The illustrations will not only ap arships then it is preferable to
pear here at the college, but also use the athlete to get a direct
on the campuses of Ventura Ju view point. Mostly however, you
nior College, Santa Barbara State will hear such well known names
Here are your new Sweaters and Skirts tot
College, Pomona College, Occi and members of the class as: Al
dental, and Oregon State college. lan Breed, Claude Hogan, Bob
SpringI You'll love these heavenly sweater
English, Jean Caubu, Kenneth
shades
and smoothly cut skirts. Visit out
Hastin, Audrey Segali, Irving
Gartner,
and
Harriet
Budin.
The
Sports Department tomorrow!
Alpha Thetes
groups have always been stimu
lating and interesting in their dis
Honor Pledges
CARDIGANS with long sleeves are always £
cussions. On the occasions that
Better take in your highway outsiders are invited to partici
campus favorite. In pastels, beige, and white.
signs and license plates, best you pate then almost anything may
Ward your false teeth and thea happen.
ter stubs, for the Alpha Thetes
Pacific Symposium is present
»nd their men are out once again ed weekly over the air on Thurs
w get all they can for their Scav day, 3:30 over KWG, 1200 kilocy
enger hunt
CHENILLE-KNIT CARDIGAN with short sleeves
cles on your dial.
The affair is held every spring
are new and come in beautiful shades of blue
in honor of the sorority's pledges.
and pink.
whit ? the Scavenger Hunt Race Relation
ch will last from eight until
hp ' *"} informal dance will be Group
chaiL, We Parker is general
»iii^lan f0r the evening. Music Reports
SLIP-OVER SWEATERS are a "must** in every
Hamtvlf taken care °f by Janet
college girls' wardrobe. In lovely pastels.
0
Report of the Race Relations
X "' and Nickie Ficovich
pjf charge of refreshments, group, a discussion group at the
and Patronesses for National Christian Mission Youth
1.95 and 2.95
the
Section convention will be heard
WU1
fwtt
** Mr- and Mrs.
McCaii
}Z' Dr* and ^rs. Roy by the Cosmopolitan club Monday
n
' an<i Mr. and Mrs. Robert when it meets at 4:15 in the
CHECKED SKIRTS with stitched pleats
S. C. A. lobby.
Among the delegates who will
are very smart, In blue, beige, yellow,
attend
the
conference
at
Oakland
ap
of
Ita|
and navy.
'UMw L
y. the work
lilted J" 1714, was recently tomorrow and Sunday are Allan
0 Pordham univer- Philip, S. C. A. cabinet chairman,
sity.
and Tom Hoshlyama, who is to
serve as resource leader at the
PLAID SKIRTS with leather belts are
conference.
popular, especially at this price. In blue
Following the successful com
ATTENTION!
and beige.
pletion of the inter-racial conven
J C. STUDENTS
tion last Friday in the Second
Baptist church the club will dis
cuss two proposed future proj
v eks, „ EcI*«rt's psycholoPLAIN PASTEL SKIRTS are always
ects. Beth Marriott will act as
fefsonai' .arna" Behavior and
smart
and useful. In many new shades.
chairman.
starti,
, Just,r,ent, for late
1Ir
*Viav ^ Udents wi» begin
Hofstra college's evening ses
17' As yet the
"uinber'
the room has not
sion has added two pre-engmeerTot w„
SHADOW-MIXED PLAIDS are exquisite
ascertained.
ing courses and one in education,
The,n.stu dents
j

2.95 to 9.95
1.95

5.95

3.95

5.95

ly blended pastels, perfectly made.

ML? iob -

i

1
B'iVStrerTlCe
Accountancy
1
ee
employment service.1

Humphrey
S„L(Sinice 2896)

OaifeLfaf

Business

at Weber
Stockton

9.95

For

Expert Repairing
of
Watches
Jewelry

J. Slick & Son
Jewelers Since 1876
326 E. Main St.

SMlTH&LANo.
At JZcutftuLfdun—

HJuLnju 5-585J
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Tiger Tattles
I

By BRENDA Mid COBINA

"Well hello, Brenda — are you
Still staggering around the cam
pus?" "Yes, Cobina, kid, I still
manage to get around, guess it
is the summer weather." "It not
only keeps you on your pins,
Brenda, but it sure is good for
the, romances."
"You know it, Cobina, I saw
Jeanne
Hunt
with
Vernon
Schmidt and Barbara Thompson
with Martin Plocher last week
end—that Plocher boy! Bill Toland and Betty Taylor have
been seen again on Stadium
Drive. Tsk! Tsk! Herm Sapiro
and Norma Brown are buzzing
around in Herm's car these days.
Don't you think his ear is darling
Cobina?" Wish he'd take us for
a ride, Brenda."
"Say, Cobina, I wonder if Polly
Shapero had fun last Friday night
—such things sure get around
fast,
don't
they?
Double
Shame!!!" "That Boogie Woogie
man, A1 Trobbe and Thelma Selix seem to be that way about
each other—and Brenda is a very
jealous girl, Al."
"Brenda, have you noticed how
Nanci West and Bill Dean don't
seem to think any privacy is
necessary at all—some people
ought to wise up." "I saw Dick
Collet, Cobina, slaving around
the school in the cutest red and
blue trunks—ain't he got a won
derful physique?"
"Betty Morrison and Dave Gay
have made it officially steady—
but I wonder what Betty was
doing in a certain brown con
vertible Buick with an ex, whose
first initial Larry?" "Those old
reliable Les Cook and Libby
Meyer seemed to have called it
a day—but 10 to 1 it will be the
same old story with them before
long." "Cobina, you know this
song the Archites sing to the
Alpha Thetes, "The Alpha Thetes
are Always Late—Parly-Voo'—I
don't get it."
"Have you seen freshman Lois
Thornton and Rhizite Roy Volpi
together as much as I have,
Brenda. And what about Bobbie
Ann Jameyson and Cliff
Smythe?"
"We see Marge Thatcher and
Wendall Truex together, but
where is Ester Jean Shaljean?"
"Wasn't it nice to see Eddie
Spaulding's beaming face back
again last week-end, Brenda?"
"Cobina, I heard that Bill Stone
is having a hard time dating Lois
Hoffschnieder, what's the matter
with Betty Sawyer, Bill?"
"Ken Duffin and Dolly Spitzer
are still going strong and since
Herm Gaumnitz was here last
week-end, Lois Bugbee must be
veree happy."
"Seems like all drivers should
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

Union Oil Products

Bill Lunt
Pacific and Castle
Phone 2-9010
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Alumni Greet 'Omega Phis
Rush for
President at
Rushing
Reception
President and Mrs. Tully C.
Knoles were guests of honor at
a reception given for them last
Sunday by Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Sumner at the Sumner residence,
350 Edgehill Way, San Francisco. j
More than one hundred Pacific
alumni and their guests residing
in San Francisco and San Mateo
paid their respects to President
Knoles and his wife between
three and five in the afternoon.
Vocal solos were presented by
Miss Margaret Ritter and Mr.
Marsden Argall; Mr. Dave Jones
entertained with incidental mu
sic.
In charge of arrangements
were Mr. and Mrs. Sumner, Dr.
and Mrs. William True and Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Wilson. Others
assisted in serving refreshments.
Faculty members who attend
ed were Miss Lorraine Knoles,
Dr. Harold Jacoby, Dr. and Mrs.
J. Marc Jantzen, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Farey, Mr. A. C. Gerould,
Dean John Elliott, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Burns and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Warmer.
Also present were the follow
ing of the Pacific Alumni Coun
cil: Charles Segerstrom Jr.,
alumni president; William E.
Morris Lucille Fox Green, Birdie
Mitchell Esser, Harold Cunning
ham, Katherine Davis Renwick
and Clarence Royse.

Amidst a cloak of secrecy
Omega Phi Alpha's rush com
mittee composed of Lloyd Hebbron, "Tobabe". McWilliams, Les
Knoles, Les Dow, and Bud Steffan is working feverishly to com
plete final arrangements for to
night's first rush function.
Committees in charge of vari
ous arrangements are: Decora
tion — Bill Scott, Clint Ward,
George Moeller, Bill Dean, Gor
don Barnes, and Irwin Lauppe;
entertainment—Bud Steffan, Les
Dow, Harry Du Praw, and Jim
Johnstone; fixtures — R o g e r
Cross, and Gil Hanson; miscel
laneous—San Chaney and Jim
Lyons.
Warnings have already been
issued for guests to be prepared
for everything and anything
which may eminate from the hall
where Alkaline Pete "the terror
of the west" will spend the eve
ning.
Plans have already gotten un
der way under the guidance of
Chairman Lloyd Hebbron for the
second rush event which will be
held one week from tonight,
March 21.

Rhizi+es
Plan Their
Rush Events

KAMPUS KUT-UPS

Rush plans for Rho Lambda
Phi are rapidly rounding into
form under the guiding hands of
Gene Harter and Milt McLean
with rush dates set for tomor
row afternoon and evening and
next Thursday night.
A skating party at the Merry
Garden Roller Rink will occupy
the time of members and invited
rushees
tomorrow
afternoon
from 3 until 5. A buffet dinner
will follow at 6:30 in Rhizomia's
dining room. Plans for a show
may be completed also.
On the following Thursday,
plans are still indefinite as to
entertainment to be provided,
however the Rhizites seem al
keep BOTH hands on the wheel, ways able to find something in
Cobfina. Wonder what Jennie teresting to do for rush times.
Calderwood and Margaret Leek
think about it?" "And say, Co
bina, it seems that Bruce Moorehead is seeing a lot of Jolyn
Bergeron these days."
"Will be seeing you at the teas
for the new sorority pledges,
Brenda. Must drop in and con
gratulate de goils." "Good-bye-e."
One hundred colored slides on
birds, plants and other life will
be shown to the local Audubon
Society this evening in the Ad
ministration building.
The photographs were taken
New Stock of Fiction,
from two areas, the coast of
Non-Fiction and
Maine( and the vicinity of ChurchChildren's Books
hill on Hudson Bay.
These remarkablg photographs
RENTAL LIBRARY
were taken by Dr. Ralph S. Pal
2101 Pacific Avenue
mer, now at Cornell university.
Stockton, California
Of special interest to bird lovers
Hours: 10 a. m. to 9 p. m. will be the slides of the shore
birds that migrate here in the
Sundays: 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
winter. These slides will show the
birds nesting within the Arctic
circle. Dr. Arnold states, "These
are some of the finest slides I
have ever seen."
At this time final details of or
ganization of the local chapter
Is Always Good*
will also be taken up.
Kay Kyser, considered by many
to have one of the top bands of
the country, is scheduled to play
for the Stanford senior prom.
Yessuh, an that 'ole Professuh
from the "College of Musical
Knowledge" is bringin' with him
from Hollywood Ginny Simms,
Harry Babbitt, Ish Kabibble, and
Sully Mason, along with the rest
of his talented group—all for
$3.50 . . . Incidentally, we might
add to the noise by mentioning
that the $1500 the Indians are
shelling out for Kay's arrange
ments and southern drawl isn't
small change!

Audubon Society
To Be Shown
Bird, Plant Life

The Bookmark

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
"Where the Food

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

£041 PACIFIC AVENUE
MB

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

ON FACnnO AVENUE—

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircut*

Neu) Sorority Misses
To Be Introduced
Tea time has
sorority circle, and faculty mem
bers, students, and friends of the
College of the Pacific are invited
to attend the teas held next Sun
day afternoon to introduce the
newly-acquired sorority pledges.
The doors of Alpha Theta Tau
and Tau Kappa Kappa will be
opened from three until five,
those of Epsilon Lambda Sigma
and Mu Zeta Rho from four till
six*
ALPHA THETE
The door at Alpha Thete will
be opened by Nickie Ficovich, sergeant-at-arms of the house. She
will introduce guests to Frances
Branstad, president; Mrs. Olive
Miller, housemother; and the
nineteen pledges of the house.
Jackie Parker is general chair
man for the day. The decora
tions, as planned by Bette Meyer,
will consist of white flowers pic
tured against black velvet and
tall white tapers to carry out
the black and white motif. Bar
bara McKenzie and Muerl Walter
will
play
incidental
music
throughout thfe afternoon.
Miss Lorraine Knoles and Mrs.
Margaret Collis, alumnae of the
house, will pour.
TAU KAPPA
A pastel theme will be carried
out for Tau Kappa Kappa's
pledge tea this Sunday afternoon
from 3:00 to 5:00 p. m.
Bouquets of mixed flowers and
tall tapers tied with cellophane
bows will decorate the tea table
while those in the receiving line
will have corsages of pastel
shades.

JS
*»
Miss Ellen Deering, housenZ, **
Lois Lasell, president; RoJ ^
Strader, vice president^
Grace Dickman, pledge. ' ""t
In charge of the tea U n.
Wudell. Working on decora*
are Claire Sandrock, Melba i
Loyd, and Jean Strong; on a
refreshment committee are n!
Bowring, Dixie Butler, and u
jorie Sage; in charge 0 f >
up are Ethel Stark, Myra Li
and Jeanne Woodruff
^
EPSILON
At Epsilon guests will be
ceived by Claribel Cofw!"
president; Mrs. Graham, house!
mother; and the sorority's thin
pledges.
Barbara Ferguson is general
chairman for the afternoon as.
sisted by Jean Ferguson 'amj
Jean Arnot, music; Jane Dashiell
and Jean Caubu, refreshments.
Lillian Simonson, Betty Orvfc
and Betty Ann Hickman, kitchenAdrian Squires, Betty Morrison!
Jane
O'Conner, and Lillian
Kahan, cleanup; Ruth Udden,
decoration.
MU ZETA RHO
Guests will be greeted at Mu
Zeta Rho by Joyce Wiggins,
prgsident of the house, who will
in turn introduce them to Miss
Klear, house mother, and the
pledges, Antoinette Chinchiolo,
Virginia James and Marie Can.
lis.
Decorations will be used that
are suited to a white motif, the
girls being dressed in white for
mats. Mrs. Wiggins will assist
with the pouring.

Epsilon Pledges
Thirty At
Sunrise

Dance Given for
W. S. S. F. Drive
Friday Night

Thirty new girls were pledged
at Epsilon Tuesday evening,
March 11. A buffet supper was
held, under the guidance of Dor
othy Sack and Phyllis Dodge. At
eleven the traditional pa jama
party was held. Program chair
men were Lillian Simonsen and
Lois Bugbee, refreshments; Lib
by Beyer and Betty Morrison,
and clean up, Joyce Blackmun,
Barbara Laddon and Doris Clif
ford.
After waking the sleeping
throng at 5:30, pledging was held
at 6:00, followed by a breakfast
under the charge of Mary Barba
ra Baer and Adrian Squires.
Those new girls who have join
ed the Epsilons as pledges are
the following:
Barbara Baxley, Jean Beaton
Pat Bell, Jolyn Bergeron, Doris
Boothe, Jean Bradley, Vivian
Bradley, Elinore Jean Bruno,
ose Ann Chatton, Marcella Do
brasin Jane Gordon, Elva Jane
Gilberti Phyllis Greenberg, Nan
cy Hogue, Peggy Hunt, Marilyn
Kendrick, Betty Kingdon, Virgi
nia Kuttler, Barbara Leek, Ma
rion Little, Margery Maggs, Ka
therine Malcolmson, Harriet Mil
ton, Bettygene Otto
Sylvia
Schwartz, Marjorie Yhatchgr,
Lenore Van Dyke, Lynn Warner.
Shirley Wisecarver, and Denise
Zapherson.

Rosemary Strader is chairman
of the dance for the benefit of
the World Student Service Fund
drive which will be given next
Friday evening from nine to
twelve in the upstairs of the Stu
dent Christian Association building.
Admission to the dance will M
by tags which will go on sale to
day for the ten cents. The fund
drive will continue Monday and
Tuesday. The Student Christian
Association has donated the use
of the building for the dance, and
expenses will be kept at a mini
mum, so that all of the proceeds
from the drive will go to the
S. S. fund.

DAWGPATCHERS!
Male cries of "S. O. S." (Save
Our Species) were echoing 'round
the campus of the Bakersfield
Jaysee last week, with the last
few "chasin' " days, jest 'fore the
Sadie Hawkins 'zany hop. This
annual lad-catching, glad-ragging
session promises to be a lotta fun,
especially for those enterprising
coeds whose slogan is "geld him,
get him, gag him!" .. . Methinks
a similar day on our campus
might give a few gals a chance at
some oL those shy Tigerites!
Alexander Granovsky, associate
professor of entomology at the
University of Minnesota, is na
tional president of the Organiza
tion of the Rebirth of the Ukraine.

Ask My Wife Hf
Much Gas We Need
She Drives the ^
We satisfy- every type^
torist—in the bctt . . lower
values, finer servic >the,«
prices
we °J1Je*lin from
Whether they driveuP e),
(or as in the case atw
from the back se * akout
ists will find a quaUty
our service that £
0JlJical
smoother driving, ec
motoring,

Ckty "LI Abner" ***»

Seaside SfifVlCB
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Committee

plans PSA
(sjominations

IT* Committee discussed
CjA
The for
— *1—
1
presenting
the nomi-

pIanS for
jee? „
ts

PSA offices before the
of the junior college
j rnllege of Pacific in a regu>n, nolitical rally to be held in
18
evm. Lacking information
theJrning this matter the comwas unable to reach a

Contest
Closes
Today

MARCH 14, 1941

TAG DRIVE
FOR WAR
RELIEF ON

Scroll and Stylus Club
Plans Publication
At Last Meeting

c-

0. P. Yearly Quota
Is $300; Money
For W. XS. S. Fund

Page

Death Valley Gravy
Crew Appointed
"Jitterbugs" Larson and Waldo
Chaperones for Dances

Gravy Crew appointments have been made for the
1941 College of the Pacific Death Valley Expedition, an
An intensive six-day "tag
nounced Prof. J. H. Jonte. The Gravy Crew, a group
definite decision.
Scroll and Stylus Club's Best wnve t0 raise money for the of college boys who take care of all food matters on
^^Kegler gave an unfavor- Manuscript Contest for the maga World Student Service Fund was the tour which is now only three weeks away, is noted
, report concerning the stu- zine MSS officially closes this inaugurated yesterday by the P. for the efficiency it has achieved^
disregard for smoking afternoon. However, a brief ex- • A. Student Relief Committee. in the past five years.
rumored that some expedition
Stations on campus. The Com- tension of time has been allowed Yearly quota set by the world Out of a large group of appli members who have been on pre
organization
for
the
College
of
tr» post
nost notions
notices until Monday afternoon at five
cants the co-directors of the trip
SS decided to
Pacific is $300. The results of Dr. A. T. Bawden and Prof. Jonte vious trips are already planning
finding them of the campus o clock for those who are unable
skits for the 1941 tour.
to complete their contributions this drive will be used by the have chosen the following: Grant
For those who enjoy dancing
World
Student
Relief
fund
to
Colliver, Graf Kroek, Don Jonte, there is always a moonlight dance
'^Matters were brought up con- before that time, as Scroll and
send
supplies
to
stuaent
refu
Stylus
desires
to
have
everyone
Weldon
West,
Bob
Meyer,
Jack
«.rning the purchase of a type
gees and war prisoners in Eur Churchill, Nate Cohen, John with portable radios furnishing
writer for the PSA office and it who wants to write for the pub ope.
music chaperoned by "Jitterbug"
Lundblad, Ralph Livoni, Earl Gil- Dr. Clarence Larson and Dr. A.
V. agreed that the PSA office lication represented. All of those
PURPOSE
OF
W.
S.
S.
and
Barton
Bawden.
gert
was to remain open between 1:30 who wish to compete for the
W. Waldo. In past years the sand
It is estimated that over 40,000 FOOD ALREADY
five dollar cash award given for
and 2:25 this coming week.
dunes have proved to be very
the best manuscript published internes from Poland and France
Some of the Gravy Crew mem popular, the sand offering a good
ADDITION
A motion was made and must have turned their material are refugees in Switzerland, and bers have already put in some dance floor.
over
3,000,000
prisoners
of
war
work towards the trip in proces APPLICTIONS
pa^ed to add two additional in by this time.
The only prerequisite for en in continental Europe are con sing canned food and in recondi
members not above high fresh
Applications and transportation
man standing to the Ex Commit try is that each contestant must centrated into large camps that tioning the equipment. On the
could be used as "universities" if tour the crew are among the last for the trip are coming along
tee. The discussion of the PSA own a PSA card. Further details
fine, although the directors are
tonstitution lead to the passing are listed on the bulletin boards. materials were available. It is ones to hit their sleeping bags
the purpose of the W. S. S. to and are always the first ones up looking for a good pickup truck.
of a motion'(concerning the strik ADVANCE SALES
The present number of applica
furnish these necessities.
in the small hours of the morn
ing out of the membership of
The members met Wednesday
The
Student
Relief
Committee
ing. With the help of KP's the tions indicates that the full quo
debate manager and adding Stu evening at the home of Miss Mcof Doug Powell, Les Dow, Lor crew can prepare and serve a ta of 170 will be reached. Appli
dent Affairs Committee chair- Cann to discuss a number of
raine Ingram. Adah Marie Ruhl complete breakfast in less than cations are being sent out at the
man.
manuscripts submitted and to and Chairman Kenneth Hastin,
two hours. The management of rate of twenty-five a day to per
The success of the recent plan further for the publication.
sons scattered from Portland,
Thursday night dances was men It was decided to post sign-up have inaugurated a system of the group is so engineered by Oregon to San Diego.
salesmanship
wherein
represen
Professor
Jonte
that
each
Gravy
tioned and to further the plan sheets for advanced sale of the
The latest wild flower bulle
the different housing organiza magazine, as in the past, as there tatives are appointed in each liv Crew member has a definite job tin from the Kern County Cham
ing group.
to
do
and
when
It
is
done
he
helps
tions are to be reminded of the will be only three hundred copies
ber of Commerce states that the
TOWNSPEOPLE INCLUDED
someone else.
project.
printed. Those wishing to re
Joshua trees are expected to
The
drive
is
being
extended
Campfire programs are being
Stan Vaughn reported the serve copies early may sign for
blossom out in great profusion
beyond
the
campus
boundaries
to
planned
by
Program
Director
treasury's balance to be $3116.65 them on sheets to be posted on
this year each tree carrying more
and a reserve fund of $1189.00, the various bulletin boards after thee townspeople. Last semester Lloyd C "Sugar Daddy" Sweet- than the usual number of large
Paul
Moritz,
representing
the
man of Sacramento High school
making the summation $4305.65. Monday.
World Student Service spoke be to include both education and en creamy white blossoms.
MEMBERS PRESENT
fore the P. S. "A. assembly in.be tertainment. Usually one of the
Present at Wednesday's meet half of the Chinese students in staff members gives a talk of sci
From the San Francisco Fog
ing were Miss McCann, Clio Aber- the war areas.
entific interest on something the horn comes the story about the
crombie, Don Ball, Norma Cleve
Early in the week Joe Kegler, caravan visited. Then there is student who had an atrocious
land, John Dennis, Merle Esplen, Bill Biddick, Doug Powell, Les group singing and novelty num handwriting. Each time he made
Delora Gallagher, Neil Howard, Dow and Chairman Kenneth Has bers and a newspaper
some an *1" look like an "e," and it
Bill Hunefeld, Joe Loftus, Brad tin spoke to the various living times called "Death Valley Dirt" came to pass that this scholar
Setness, Margaret Stimmann, Mr. groups on the campus in order COMPETITION
was compelled to write his own
James Wilson, and Jeanne Wood to stimulate interest in the big
Intense rivalry is built up be excuse for an absence. He was exWhat is without doubt one of ruff.
student relief fund drive.
tween the various sections of the pelled when the note read:
the finest and most complete ex
Members of the editorial board
main caravan on skit night, when "Please excuse my recent absence
hibits of gems and minerals ever will meet Monday evening at
New York university's adult each of the five sections contrib from classes. I was out with a
held in California is being dis eight-thirty to begin discussion education program has been ex ute a skit to the program. It is coed."
played now at the Pioneer Mu of contributions.
panded to include afternoon as
seum and Haggin Art Galleries
well as evening classes.
in Stockton. The display is spon
sored by the Stockton Gem and
ent and a member of the dub
Mineral Club, and as a special
swimming team.
FOR REFRESHMENTS
feature every Sunday afternoon
Monaghan is 5n charge of the
ON THE CAMPUS
a demonstration of gem cutting
dance, and bids may be secured
and polishing is being given.
from him at any time.
Operated by
Another outstanding feature is
The dance has been planned
Something different In dances
the fluorescent tunnel — an ar will greet students from the col so that it comes just at the end
rangement by which the beautiful lege on March 21 at the Country of the Frosh six weeks period in
—Associated Women's Students
hght effects that are drawn by Club as the Cliens Club, a local order that the treshies may cut
tra-violet light from the com organization, present their annu loose and enjoy themselves in
—Employing Student Help
monest of rocks and pebbles, is
the atmosphere of the rough and
al Bowery dancs.
"WHERE YOU MEET EVERYBODY"
shown.
Music will be provided by Hal tough Bowery days.
Still another special arrange Harris and his band for dancing
Patrons and patronesses are
ment is an analysis of the vari
Mr. and Mrs. Dinty Moore, and
from 9 until L
ous forms of mineral crystals,
The Cliens are mostly local Mr. and Mrs. Jiggs. (Sounds like
tge charts give information as men, the majority of whom are a bit of torn foolery from here.)
. the locations in California in the junior college. At the helm
Bids may be obtained from
. e^f tbe chief minerals are of this rapidly growing club is Jack Runcie, Marc Fosgate< San
(), + .and mined, and another Don Monaghan, a freshman stud- dy Atherton or Bob Ferguson.
art gives the annual production
gold in California since the
®ys 0f '49.
The exhibit is open to the pub5ee every afternoon except
a.y' and the gem cutting is
»
trowd ^ :£eature ior the Sunday

Gem Show
Given by
Museum

Cliens Club
To Cut Loose On
Bowery Dance

HEADQUARTERS

THE CUB HOUSE

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, ButMers, a»d
Superintendents ot
Construction

TR1-BETES
INITIATE
chaPter of

Phone 0-0017

800 First National Bank Bnlkttng
Stockton, Calif.

Beta
*rat^-5ional Biological science
Tvk
kdd their initiation
C^£e21

Beta

" ^

lre'"i

Oera^ ?embers initiated were:
den Bulk, Takashi Inouye,
llarian'6^ Short, Wilder Hadden,
Als \ ssick" Pro°visiao^a,ra Laddon joined as
q~10nal Member and Lor0Ss as an associate memberi
^ent on ; horning a group
y Dr
a
*d trip conducted
fl°rth nf Inold to study birds
OI Stocktoh.

2-PIECE
SPORT SUITS
An ensemble you'll be proud
to wear. Accented shoulders,
trim waists and your choice
of colors.
Match
or
contrast
drape model slacks.

MEET THE GANG

the

88

—AT-

BOBB

Pennev's has
the season's
smartest
Sportswear

INN

FOUNTAIN » . » CURB SERVICE
ON EL DORADO

14

PEMNEY'S

cm
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COP Airlanes CRABBE

Gives
Water' Plays
Under the direction of John
Crabbe, a dramatic play entitled
"Water Is Life," is broadcast ev
ery Monday afternoon at 3:30 by
the students of the various radio
classes. Five episodes have al
ready been presented, each one
depicting a phase in the construc
tion of the great Central Valleys
Project. Shasta Dam, Contra
Costa Canal, Friant Dam and
Madera Canal—all have leading
roles on this broadcast.
PURPOSE OF PROGRAM
The quest for an adequate wa
ter supply has always been im
portant in the history of Stock
ton, and this series of programs
is designed to better acquaint you
with the struggle which has ter
minated in the Central Valley
Project.
STUDENTS PARTICIPATING

Pacific students taking part in
the broadcasts are Marge Lee
Laverne Nicolas, Clint Sherwood^
Tom Rickard, Les Dow, John
Sayers, Ellis Lind, Brad Setness,
Marion. Akers,. William. Heinz,
Felton Fletcher, Carl Moore, Jack
DeVoe and Jim Schnabel.
University of Minnesota em
ployment bureau has placed
nearly 1200 NYA students in
campus employment.

Silver Hearts
for friendship
bracelets

I
Intermezzo, Opus 1T7, No. 1 ..

423 E. Main St.

"Cub House"
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

CO-EDiquette
for College Men

U

love is sacred and all-important.
The play opens with the conver
sation between the marquis and
the count ... he does not even
tell us their names. The count
is doing his best to tell the marballet. The count objects and gets
loves her, but the marquise does
not take him" seriously.
LOVERS QUARREL
She teases him with the re
proach that he is having a love,
affair with some girl from the
ballet. The count objects and gets
up to leave( hut the marquise
tells him to' close the door and
continue the conversation. The
poor count is becoming desper
ate. He tells the marquise how
beautiful she is, but this only
puts him in a worse light with
her because she intimates that
all men say the same foolish
things and make the same insi
pid compliments.
THE MARQUISE FLIRTS
The count believes that the
marquise, who is a young widow,
is going to marry a rich old gen
tleman by the name of Monsieur
Camus and the marquise coun
ters by saying, "Why not, he is
rich and not objectionable." It is
Tuesday, the day the marquise
receives visitors and the bell
vin.
L'Alouette .... Glinka-Balakirew rings several times, but each
Valse-Burlesque
Hopkins
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 ..
Liszt Public Opini°n
MISS HEIM
And Education

ANNOUNCEMENTS
March 23—SPRING ORCHES
TRA CONCERT. Horace I.
Brown, director. Norman Lamb,
violin soloist. Admission 25c.
April 1 —SECOND STUDENT
RECITAL.
April 15 —THIRD STUDENT
RECITAL.

(Continued from Pag* 1)
tions for such help; 12 per cent
are opposed to such aid; and 4
per cent have no opinion.
SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT
PROVIDE WORK FOR YOUTH?
Eighty-two per cent approve of a
special part-time work and train
ing program for unemployed
youth; 11 per cent do not approve
and 7 per cent are undecided.

ent the could would say
things and not bother her T-I
talking of love.
^
COUNT IS DESPERTE
The count becomes more and
more desperate and attempts ,!
imrorol timnn
l , each tin,,
leave several
times, but
he is called back by the marqX
and told to shut the door or Sh!
will catch her death of cold Sh
asks him to stop by her jewel*
and have her ring repaired and
the count says that he would be
only too glad to do so.
HE DECLARES LOVE
He again stands up to take
leave, but his feelings for her
are too strong and he falls at
her feet and declares his love
and his desire to marry her. The
marquise tells him he should
have have said that before and
saved all the compliments and
suggests that he go to the jeweler immediately and have the
crests on her ring changed from
that of a marquise to that of a
countess, for if a marquise
changes her title she must change
her seal to correspond.
ALL ENDS HAPPILY
The count Is overjoyed and the
door finally closes upon the re
quest of the marquise who does
not appreciate a half open door.
"II faut qu'une porte soit ouverte
ou fermee!"

Folk Dancing
Keeps
Hopping

Sam Takagishi was the leader
of the second of the Thursday
night folk dances held from
seven to eight under the sponsor
ship of the Student Christian As
sociation yesterday evening in
the S. C. A. building.
Open to all, the dances are now
devoted to the more simp
FRIEDBERGER'S
steps and will gradually progress
FMturiua
Into the more difficult onesTIORBH OOLOOIta
different leader has charge ®
rOK THW PACIFIC co-a
Massachusetts State college is night, next week's leader bei „
seeking
to change its name to Ralph Fellerson.
heJBWBI.ERS
University of Massachusetts.
Yesterday evening's danrepoi<
gan with the "Heel and
ka." Most of the time was spent
^0^
,
— the waltz and
however, on
""variationsSpanish and German , . yjf.
yar
A Swedish Shottish a
Foot*
sovienne, "Put Your La
completed the programWe especially recommend these
three extremely popular Arrow
Dr. Charles H.
fuS"
White Shirts for college men.
of political science at
apsity of California, has u
r
pointed public relations <*
ARROW HITT: whose starchless
for the fourth U. S. An^j^
collar is as crisp at night as it
was when you put it on. $2.

for college men!

i data, never talk
about another girl — ex
cept your mother.

Never tell a , you re a
great guy—it's just possi
ble she'll find out for
herself.

you say, not from how
you look — wear Arrow
Shirts and Ties!

A French one-act play, "II faut qu'une porte soit

vprte ou fermee, » wm be given by Monseur Andre P°e "
rier of the French Theater of Art of San Franei*
Monday at 8:30 in the College of the Pacific X,0'
#
Theatre. Before the play Monsieur Andre Ferrier
read French poems by Musset. •
TEITMOTIF STRESSED
I time it is only a
In his one act play Musset! bringing some -*-iT3T

JOHN CRABBE, director Golliwoggs Cake Walk
Debussy
of Pacific's Campus Studio,
MISS
BAKER
is a busy man these days
in a unique college radio
H.
set-up.
Trade Winds
Frederick Keel
. .Oley Speaks
Sylvia
Hear Me! Ye Winds and Waves!
(Scipio) ,...T
Handel
Rug Cuttings
MR. FLETCHER
(Continued from page 2)
Miriam Burton at the piano
HI.
for peanuts. We think the custo
Chopin
mers ought to be considered just Ballade in A flat
MISS TUTTLE
a little.
IV.
Not so long ago, in Oakland, we Spring Is a Loveable
Ladye....
dug the jive of Earl Hines' band,
W. Keith Elliott
and they were really solid. "Fath Cupid Captive
La Forge
er" Hines played some tasty stuff Caro Nome (Rigoletto) ..Verdi
on the piano, and the band was in
MISS LINN
a knocked out groove. The Hines
Marian Sill at the piano.
band is killing everyone back east
V.
at the present time, and deserved
Persian
Suite
Stoughton
ly so. Too bad the Duke's outfit
The
Courts
of
Jamshyd.
can't see them when they're real
The Garden of Iram
ly clicking. But it probably would
Saki
not do any good. The EllingtonMISS MeBRIDE
ians would probably just look
VI.
bored.
Tomorrow
Strauss
Retreat
La Forge
Joy
Cadman
Pace,-Pace, mlo Dio (Forza del
Blue Ribbon Dairy Destino MISS DAVIS Verdi
SERVING
Lois Long at the piano.

"r=

Get your lolls from what

Andre' Ferrier to Present
One-Act Drama by Musset

caller. The marquise says
Brahms again emphasizes his "Teitmotif" if there were other pe0pie X
or main argument in life—that

AT

JEWELERS

FRENCH THEATER
GROUP PLAYS HERE

STUDENTS
IN FIRST
RECITAL
First student recital of the sea
son was given last Tuesday nigh
in the conservatory. Sharing the
limelight were Jeanne Baker,
pianist; Felton Fletcher, vocal
ist; Bernis Tuttle, pianist; Myra
Linn, vocalist; Jean McBride, or
ganist; Lorraine Davis, vocalist;
and Thalia Heim, pianist.
The program was as follows:

Our Products

Siias. Haas & Sons

1941

MUST-#1 for college men is
Arrow's oxford-clotb shirt.
This handsome raiment
comes in smooth colors,
stripes, and glistening
white. It is graced with a
rolled, button-down collar
,,. a short, wide-spread one
... or just a nice, long-point
job. $2 up—See your Arrow
dealer today and get a
semester's supply, -

ARROW SHIRTS

looks sporty
for classes and dressy for dates.
Fine oxford cloth. 12,
ARROW GORDON:

ARROW TRUMP:

a fine

broadcloth witha longwearing soft collar. $2.
And get some new
styled - f or- your- shirts
Arrow Ties. $1 and
31.5a

Bravo & McKeegan
313-317 EAST MAIN STREET
ARROW
»-»w- »
S H I R T S
JUXFQRIZCP

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
& El • Dorad®- faPoplar & Yoaemlte* rbl in »
Earthing: tc- be
Tri — f-.mass phai

Main

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
'DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES
n

Bull"

Durham

Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter

Phone 4-4

JAYSEE SCORING
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. follows the Stockton Junior College baskcthnii *
m inVscoring. The totals are compiled from
in
^College competition only. All scoring totals
Juni0Lo mho failed to score m competition are. n*?Z are final
player

Pos.

KoysW Shto^saki
S Toomay

Sullivan

£rt Mason
.
pel Goodman
O'Connor
SSorgenfrey

nfid Chinchiolo

. g.

fry
Smith ..
Tom Mitchell >•
pob Bowe

^ Ward
prick Wisdom ..

fg.
58
33
25
23
25
19
16
12
7
6
1
1
35
23
2

ft
20
8
11
8
4
6
5

fi

4
4
6
5
1
1
0

tp.
136
74
61
54
54
44
37
30
18
18
8

7

7

5
4

a-P- g.
9.6
4.9
6.1

3.7
4.9
3.
4.6
2.3
2.3
2.3
.9

2.2
1.2

2.5
.5

TIGERS, CUBS
IN INTERCLASS
Records Might Fall
In Holt Cinder Meet

SITZMARKS
By kollie romo

T
h,°V .

last>

**
being
blanketed by J. Plnvius for
wer two months King Sol has
been giving we'uns aa' u'ns
the biz for the last week and a
naif. And what he has been do
ing to the white mantle around
seven and eight thousand is
really terrific, if it keeps up the
Knights of the Slippery Slats
wUl have to start looking
higher on the windy hill, and
soon.
•

*

»

WEEK ago Monday night the
Pacific Ski club held a small in
formal dance after the regular
meeting in the gym, music be
ing tooted by some of the best
bands in the land (via record
route.) During the struggles in
the gym, apple cider (with out
the Jack) and eatin' cookies were
served. From where we were
sprawled on the floor it looked
like a super success.
*

*

*

HIGHLIGHT was a post-dance
rhumba by the club's blond adonnis??? Jack Colberg and viva
cious Doris Guernsey. Man, K
The complete assemblage of Coach Earl Jackson's was something, even if Colberg
wigged when he should have
potential track stars will compete in the coming inter- did
wagged.

Page

VARSITY SCORING
Here follows the individual scoring record of the Tiger Var
sity basketball quintet. Ralph Francis' poker-shot guard, Bob
Monagan tops the list with a steady 7 points per game average.
In the foul shot department Ken Rogers is outstanding with e
neat average of .635. The scoring:
Player
Bob Monagan
Kenny Rogers
Bob Nikkei
Sherwood Norton
Bob Henning
Clare Slaughter
Walt Kelly
Joe Johns
George Miller
Albert Tresize
Dave Brownell
Vernon Warkentln

Pos.
g.

fg.
68
53
58
46
31
26
24
21
7
5
3

t

e.
c.
f.
f.
g.
f.
f.
f.
.... g-

2

ft.
27
38
23
16
18
24
15
13
4
0
2
0

tp.
163
144
139
108
80
76
63
55
18
10
8
4

a. p. g.
7.08
6.85
€.04
4 69
4.2
3 45
3.15
2.5
2.
1.1
.75
.33

FOOTBALLERS
GET WORKOUTS
Many Returning Stars
To Bolster Tigers, Cubs
Even though a very small number of players turned
our for spring football, Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg is not
too disappointed. Though his 1940 squad was deci
mated by graduation, he will have a good, fast, ami
rather light team in '41.

class meet, scheduled for Thursday and Friday of next
Moving up from the J. C. club4
—
*
*
*
week. All students except those on probation are eligi
LAST Sunday members of the is the whole backfield combina this copy goes to press, Dashiell
ble, indicating that some of the records for this meet P. S. C. whipped to Cold Springs tion of Alphonse at quarter, Mo- will have discovered just who
inay topple.
+
—
where everyone except Bill De- kiao at blocking back, Hebbron and what, besides Tibbs and his

Almost eertain point getters
vine had a super time, poor 'ol
are the Pacific and Jaysee letBill executed a classic "egg-beat
termen, who were not eligibly
er" and came up with snow down
for the intramurals. These veter
his back and a broken finger on
ans, coupled with the new stud
the left hand.
ents, will afford some idea of the
*
»
*
relative strength of the squads,
This coming week end the
although competition will be by
slopes of Donner Summit will
Dong Dashiell's Jaysee netmen again be covered by P. S. Cers.
class.
took their second defeat of the Anyone interested in going to
MARKS STAND
The century and furlong rec season at the hands of the invad the summit get in touch with
ords have withstood challenges ing San Francisco Junior Col Sam Morris at 2-0316.
*
*
*
for a decade, and the mediocre lege squad last Friday afternoon.
Only Cubs winners were John
A lot of talk has been drum
sprinting prospects this season do
not promise to erase them. The son in the singles and the dou med up concerning the classes
hurdle races, too, should not bles team of Kaffen and Covey and tests for skiers. During the
change the record books, simply and Smythe and Dedrick. Kaffen coming issues of the Weekly,
because of the poor condition of and Covey turned in the best this column will print qualifica
game of the day when, after tions for all four classes.
the competitors.
And now the old jargon bar
The 440-yard dash mark set trailing 5-2 in the deciding match
gain
for the fanny slider.
of
their
game
they
rallied
to
de
last year by Dan Looney stands
GELANDSPRUNG. A jump ov
at 51.9, and is easily within the feat 7-5 the San Francisco com
reach of Cub Charlie Black- bination of Greeley and Hare, ac er an obstacle, real or imaginary,
with the aid of two poles.
well, Tigers Keith Slaughter claimed the best paired netmen
TRAVERSE. To run or climb
and Jack Hanner.
Another in the conference.
diagonally across the slope.
Results:
mark which may be supplanted
h that in the two-mile run.
Greeley (SF) defeated Kaffen
feated Francisco atid Ameniga
Francis King's 1940 record of (S) 0-, 6-1, 614.
10:24.5 is fast for this time of
Hare (SF) defeated Covey (S) (SF) 6-2, 4-6, 6-1.
year, and Freshman Runcie 6-3, 1-6, 612.
and Pope may not be in tip-top
Byrne (SF) defeated Smythe
shape,
(S) 6-2, 3-6, 6-2.
Groceries
Calagas (SF) defeated Fran
SHOT MAYBE
Poultry
The high jump, pole vault, and cisco (SF) 6-2, 64.
McKay (SF) defeated Dedrick
broad jump marks are above the
Vegetables
capacities of the present cinder- (S) 3-6, 6-2, 7-5.
Fruits
®aen, as is that of the discus, es DOUBLES:
Kaffen and Covey (S) defeat
Meats
tablished two years ago by "Red
ped" Bonnifield at 141 feet 7 ed Greeley and Hare (S)) 6-1,
ches. However, the javelin and 2-6, 7-5.
Byrne and Calagas (SF) de
™ot P"t marks will be approached or surpassed by the large field feated Prince Mid Johnson (S)
American and Channel
of experienced
8-6, 3-6, 6-2.
candidates.
Smythe and Dedrick (S) de_ Thursday's events are the
ow
yard '
hurdles, 880-yard
fan, 220-yard dash broad jump
ICE
and two-mile run. These on FriCOAIi
ay are the 120-yard high hurWOOD
'es, shot put, pole vault, 440FUEL
OIL
ard dash, 100-yard dash, disDIESEL OIL
INCORPORATED
relay**1*1® mn' and the 880">'ard
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
Telephone 6-6966
LIME
u*" the first Pacific San Diego
BRICK
Stockton, California
l°st ^frbaIl series. the Tigers
PLASTER
SAND
Office:
ROCK
830 S. California
GRAVEL
When You Attend

Stockton J. C.
Netmen Lose
To 'Frisco

at tailbacki and Brown at full.
Having played together for two
years, these boys will prove a
great boon to Pacific football.
But don't get the idea that that
is all the material Pacific will be
able to boast, not by a long shot.
Returning to the fold are
Tailbacks Frisholz and Warkentin. In the line Dow and
Dewey hold down the pivot
spot. Among the transfers
from J. C. are Earl Klapstein,
center; Charlie Hay, taekle, and
Duke Leese, tackle or full.
With a 200 pound Frosn full
back named Bill Tibbs to mold
his team around Doug Dashiell
is mighty happy with the mate
rial for his '41 club. By the time

returning lettermen-, he has To
work with. The first day of prac
tice was devoted to a good work
out -with light bodily contact.

Get Your

COCA-COLA
— at the —

DELTA
"Everybody Else
Does"

Gaia-Delucclti

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

Business School

PICK A WINNER
RORKNER'S
°ge of Commerce
Northern California
CoS"ess . Schools in 1940
Rrar,?ercial contests: Stenobig
Secretarial Account
's and Civil Service.

College of Commerce
N. Sutter St.
Phone 6-6867

115

National Towel & Laundry Co.

Dial 4 4695

925 N. Wilson Way

Launderers - Dry Cleaners
See Campus Representatives
1. Rhizomia

> Omega Phi
• Men's Hall

Denney

/OS^

Don

Jackson

A little minute is long enough
for a big rest when you drink
on ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.
It brings a feeling of complete
refreshment...completely satis
fying. So when you pause
throughout the day, make it
the pause that refreshes with
YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY
ice-cold Coca-Colo.
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF STOCKTON, LIMIT1*®

f
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Tiger Bengal Sports Page
Tracks
WILDCATS
®TOOMAY
JACK

By JACK TOOMAY

BY NOW the complete collapse
in battle of the Tiger expedition
ary force in Chico is well known.
That we lost two close games
by two close scores is also well
known. That we gained a tie for
second place in a conference of
four teams is also well known,
That we were severely hampered
by poor officiating is also well
known. But the data about this
officiating business goes some
what further than meets the eye,
Why, even the Chico State root
ers expressed amazement that
the referees had not been more
adroitly trained in the art of giv
ing away a ball game. But the
Tiger players were slightly more
than righteously indignant.

t|;
k;

Cub Swimmers
Face Bears
Tomorrow

J£**

FISH

•

WIN FWC
TITLE

Tigers Lose In
Final Series At Chico

Cal. Varsity Considered
Too Strong for Jaysees

Stockton Junior College's swim
ming team heads for what is
conceded a sure defeat at the
hands of an undefeated Califor
nia varsity tomorrow afternoon
at the Berkeley campus.
A GOOD DEAL further than ONLY RALPH
In comparing the two teams
half way through the second sec
tion of the last game of the se on past records the Bears should
ries, after the officials had call take both relays, the 50 and 100
ed upwards of fifteen fouls on yard free style, and the 220 and
the Bengals without taking half 440 yard free style. The Cubs are
a glance at the pell-mell Wildcats favored to take the 200 yard
Above stands FRED
certain unprintable words and breast stroke with Ralph Wright
phrases began to be wafted. In and might possibly take the 150 TAIOLI, finest free style
the locker room after the gamg yard backstroke where the Bears swimmer to come to
numerous proposals were made are very weak.
Stockton Jaysee in many
The Californians boast an ar
upon the general theme of tap
a
tide.
ping the worst official, A1 Kyte, ray of talent which includes
gently, but firmly upon the cra Bill McCampbell who has been
nium with a weighty blunt ob clocked in 2:22.3 in the 220 yard
ject of stainless steel. Latest re free style and 5:18.2 in the 440
port from the Staters is that yard free style. Two Bears, Hill
Kyte will be awarded a player's and McCarthy, both have done
honorary sweater for being the 56 or better in the 100 and 25
outstanding man for the Wildcats flat in the 50 yard free style.
in the crucial series.
THESE GO
Coach Kjeldsen will probably
Gaining rather sweet revenge
REALLY THOUGH, it all take the same team which defeat
comes back to the fact that an ed the Santa Clara varsity Tues for the trouncing given the Tig
er basketball team by Santa Cla
overconfident quintet of Tigers day night.
ra, the Cub swimming team de
dropped the second game of the
The team includes the follow
series two weeks ago. Well known ing men who will probably swim feated the Santa Clara varsity
is the advantage possessed by a the same events as Tuesday mermen 64-11 last Tuesday night
in the Bronco pool.
team navigating on its own court. night.
BUM BRONCOS
If the Varsity had gotten down
Medley relay — Atherton,
to business and taken that sec Wright, Mills.
The Santa Clarans, boasting no
ond game, the worst they would
220 yard free style—TaioH, Car talented material whatsoever, did
have gotten would have been a roll.
not give the classy Junior College
tie for first. As it was they had
50 yard free stylee—Bushman, a run for their money. In fact
to count on winning both games Hawkins.
the Junior College grabbed off
on a strange court. Anyhow, with
every event. The Broncos were
Diving—Hawkins, Gibeson.
the same men back next year, 100 yard free style—Wright, hard put to it to even snatch two
our quintet seems bound to win Bushman.
second place ratings.
the title.
Outstanding performance of
150 yard backstroke—Athterton
the slow meet was the smash
Garrett.
BLOWING YOUB OWN horn
200 yard breast troke—Wright, ing of the pool record by Cub
doesn't usually make the blower Monagan.
Fred Taioli in the 220 yard free
very popular among the masses.
440 yard free style — Taioli, style. He negotiated the gruel
But when your horn needs blow Carroll.
ling distance in 2.-27.L
ing and there's no one to blow it
400 yard relay—Mills, Monag- SUMMARY
for you, and there's something han West, Garrett.
300 yard medley relay—SJC
t
to blow it about, you have to
(Atherton, Wright, Mills), SC
blow it yourself. All right then
(Darrow Lilley, Weinmann).
we are puffing out our cheeks'.
3.21.
The downtrodden Tiger Cubs, be Marks Shattered
220 yard free style—Taioli
wildered by their first year in a
(SJC),
Murasky (SC), West
high-class conference and ce In Interclass
(SJC). 2:27.1 (new pool record)
mented firmly in the general vi
50 yard free style—Tie be
Outstanding performance of
cinity of the league basement,
tween Bushman (SJC) and
writhed suddenly and violently to the interclass aquameet was the
snap back at their oppressors record breaking swimming of Hawkins (SJC) Lutz (SC). 26.2
Diving—Hawkins (SJC), Gib
last week. Playing their final Fred Taioli, one of the most pro
son (SJC), Lutz (SC).
game against third place Salinas, mising men of the winning fresh
150 yard backstroke—Ather
the Tiger Cubs*went simply and man squad. In winning the 440
completely beserk. For the last yard Taioli not only broke the ton (SJC), Darrow (SC), Gar
rett (SJC). 1.58.
40 minutes of their season the interclass record, but also set a
new
pool
mark
when
he
nego
200 yard breast strokeCubs were quite as flashy as any
(SJC),
Monaghan
team in the conference. They t-iated the distance in 5:23.3 to Wright
(SJC),
Farden
(SC),
3:09.3.
eclipse
by
thirteen
seconds
the
blanketed the backboards, bolted
440 yard freg style—Taioli
on the fast break like veterans mark of 5:36 formerly held by
and scored from hither, thither Wempe of San Jose State Col (SJC)_ Carroll (SJC), Wein
and yon. Everyone was superb. lege. He also won the 220 and mann (SC). 5:26.9.
400 yard relay—SJC (Gar
The final score was 46-34. JOE swam a leg of the 400 yard re
lay
to
help
the
Freshmen
take
rett,
West, Monaghan, Mills),
LAW got 18 points from his po
sition at the business end of the the meet from the sophomores SC (Lutz, Murasky, Trvett,
Darrow). 4:18.8.
67-52.
fast break. KIYOSHI SHIMASAFinal
tabulations
gave
the
KI plunked six from his forward
position. DON SULLIVAN was freshmen 67, the sophomores 52
flawless in his guard position the juniors 14 and the seniors
and made 4. CHIC SORGEN- did not enter a team. Individual
FREY made 3 in as many min point honors were divided even
utes, and BOB MARTIN and ly between Sophomore Wright
CALIFORNIA
BERT MASON each got 2. That and Freshman Taioli, both won
STARTS SUNDAY
two
events
and
swam
a
piece
on
all winds up to 35, which is the
CAROLE LOMBARD
total score of the Cubs, less 11. a winning relay. In the women's
and
division, the juniors took first
Is it not?
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
with 16 points while the sopho
more and senior teams tied at 11
GUESS WHO
each. The freshmen did not enter
any competitors.
Doc Breeden, a former Pacific
footballer, has attended every
In the single meeting of the
football game played by the Pa Pacific and U. C. L. A. varsity
Also
cific varsity since 1919 except basketball squads, the Tigers
"Melody
for Three"
one.
won 35-28

MERMEN
BEAT
BRONCOS

7

1

AV

Chances for two championship
cups to rest in the College of Pa
ci tie's trophy case were gone
with the wind as the result of the
losses suffered by Coach Ralph
Francis' Bengal basketeers last
Friday and Saturday nights as
Chico State College "took" the
deciders for the Far Western
Basketball
championships
at
Chico with stinging defeats of
48-36 and 30-31.
NEAR THING
Wins at Chico would have giv
en the local college possession of
both the football and basketball
championships, a feat seldom ac
complished
in
intercollegiate
competition.
In the first game the Francismen were really on the rag
ged edge, as time after time
cinch shots trickled out of the
mesh for no score. Everything
the Tigers seemed to do was
of no avail, and at only one
time during the game did they
lead the 'Cats and that was one
minute before the first half
and by one digit.
SLINKY TIMONE
Pete Timone, small and slinky
Chico forward, sifted through the
Bengal defense and drove the
Tigers guards frantic walking
off the hardwoods with 25 points
tucked under his belt. A1 Schluter, 'Cat center, accounted for 12
and second honors.
Tigerman Bob Nikkei, dur
ing the first 16 minutes was
hotter than a stove lid in h—1,
slipping in 10 points and then
going out on fouls. From then
on Sherwood Norton and Ken
Rogers carried the blunt of the
State attack. Rogers tanking
7, and Norton six.
TOUGH BABIES
A near battle royal was avert
ed when teammates pulled Ti
mone and Rogers apart after the
'Catmen dived on Rogers, who
was lying on the floorHalf time score stood at 2019 in Chico's favor.
The second game seen the Ben
gals go down to another bitter
defeat at the hands of Kyte, Mer
cer, et al., fifteen fouls were
called against the Tigers and the
dismissal of star guard Bob Mon
agan from the game was just
enough to take the 32-30 game
from the fighting Bengaleers.
SWAN SONGS
High point man for the Tig
ers in the second game was
Bob Nikkei with 9, followed by
"Monoog" Monagan with 8.

JAYSEES
DUMP
SALINAS
Maltreated Babv tFinally Score Upset *
The Tiger Cubs wound
hoop season last Saturda?'^
with a sudden bright n
brilliance as they crushed
°<
linas Jaysee third-pi^ p *»•
under a deluge of points.^"
THE END CROWNS
The victory, occurring in t.
Panther gym before a ,
crowd assembled specif1,,^
watch the Salinas quintet t, to
Stockton and close S ^
with a flourish, came only >
a disappointing see-saw
at Menlo the evening bef0 e £
Cubs lost to Menlo in the «i •
he Closi»2
minutes, 37-34.
However, against Salinas tL
Cubs turned on such a Mkw
ing pace as to render the slow
er Panthers quite helpless Bv
half time the Jaysees led 2317,
LAW, TOOMAY
High scorer for the Cubs was
Joe Law. He slipped 18 p0ints
through the hoop, scoring mostly
on fast break- and tip-in execT
tions. Law was followed by Jack
Toomay, who suddenly perked up
and drove through for U digits.
In the disastrous Menlo con
test, Law and Kyoshi Shimssaki shared scoring honors
with 10 each. In spite of the
fact that Giant Center Howy
Dal lmar was held to four foul
throws by close check guard
ing.
SILVER-LINED
The unexpected upset of Sali
nas was sufficient to give a sil
ver lining to an otherwise dull
and uninspired season.
The only varsity football game
missed by Doc Breeden since
1919 was that against San Benito
Junior College in 1922.
Half time score Pacific led IS-

11.

In Saturday's game, which fin
ished the season for the Bengals,
it also wrote the final college ap
pearance of Tigerman Walt Be)
ly, Dave Brownell and Sandy Tiesize.

,««tlM
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AND

BLASTING A SPY

"MR. AND MRS.
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